This paper presents a method for determining a threshold value of probabilistic 40 convective weather forecast data. The threshold represents the bounding severe weather forecast 41 probability value that most aircraft are observed to avoid. Given a probabilistic prediction of 42 weather, this value can be used by dispatchers for flight planning; and by air traffic managers to 43 reroute streams of aircraft around convective cells. Both, the intensity and ceiling of the 44 forecasted weather were synchronized with air traffic data in a simulation to derive the 45 probability threshold. The main contribution of this paper is to provide a method to compute 46 probability threshold parameters using an experimental 6-hour probabilistic convective weather 47 
Introduction
research has focused on the concept of operations for strategic traffic flow management, 83 including how weather data can be integrated for efficient traffic management initiatives 84 (Hoffman, et al. 2004 
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For each aircraft track, the location and height of aircraft were used to find the 159 corresponding grid cell in the forecast data. If an aircraft was flying below the forecasted 160 probability ceiling, and its location was contained within a 10% or higher probability contour, 161 then the aircraft was considered traversing through the probability field of the forecast data. For 162 each aircraft's flight from origin to destination, the maximum probability value of VIL level 3 or 163
higher was recorded. These data are recorded only if the probability forecast was valid at the 164 time of aircraft track and only if at that location a storm ceiling (echo top) value was available 165 (see Dupree, et al., 2006) . 166
In Fig. 2a , a simulated flight on its FAA-filed flight plan on May 16, 2007 is shown with 167 a yellow triangle for ACID1. As seen in the data block, the aircraft is flying from Norfolk, VA 168 (ORF) to Indianapolis, IN (IND) at 32,000 ft (or Flight Level FL 320). It's traversing through a 169 one-hour forecasted convective weather polygon. As can be seen from Fig. 2a , the ACID1 path 170 traverses the predicted weather probability field between the 03:12 and 03:20 UTC (10:12 andthe actual flown aircraft tracks completely avoid the weather, and so the probability traversal 175 curve would have all zero values. It should be noted that actual severe weather on that day 176 closely represented the forecasted weather, as shown in Fig. 2d . The probability traversal profile, 177 like the one in Fig. 2b for the simulated flight, is created for all actual flights to study flight 178 deviation behavior. 179
The maximum probability value crossed by each flight is recorded and binned in a reverse 180 cumulative histogram ranging from 100% to 10% in 1% decrements. clearly avoided by a large number of aircraft, it is used as the weather probability value to avoid 184 for flight routing decisions. 185 Figure 3a shows the scatter plot of the probabilities with the aircraft altitudes using 186 ETMS data for one instant of time (08:12 am CDT) on May 16, 2007 and a one-hour forecast. In 187 the scatter plot with a total of 48 flights plotted, there are 8 aircraft with values above 35% 188 probability. It was important to analyze if the aircraft were really traversing through 40% to 65% 189 probability values, because they could encounter significant convective activity. Analyzing their 190 tracks, it was found that six of these eight aircraft were either transitioning (climbing or 191 descending) aircraft or intruding a higher probability contour for one time instant. This may also 192 be the situation when aircraft venture into the severe weather region or could be airline-193 designated pathfinder missions. It should be noted that the current analysis might show aircraft in 194 higher probability regions due to forecast location error, intensity inaccuracies and flight track 195 data errors. Figures 3b, c, d , and e show the altitude versus maximum probability data 196 accumulated for one-through four-hour forecast valid-time instances for May 16 through 22,9 2007. In this analysis, inconsequential low probability values (below 10%) were ignored, hence, 198 the blank region in Fig. 3a through 3e , to the left of 10%. As can be seen from Figs. 3b through 199 3e, the maximum observed probabilities for level 3 or higher convection decrease with time 200 forecast horizon. A vertical line shows this at 99%, 83%, 58% and 43% in the one-, two-, three-, 201 and four-hour data sets. This reduction in maximum probabilities is a result of the blending 202 process used in the generation of these forecasts, described in Germann and Zawadzki observed probabilities for the five-and six-hour forecasts were below 30%, and were discarded. 205
Even the three-and four-hour values were lower fidelity. Therefore, for the rest of this paper, 206 only one-and two-hour results are presented for the threshold value computation. 207
a. Probability Threshold Parameter for the NAS 208
The reverse cumulative histograms of number of aircraft at different altitudes traversing 209 through the weather probability field are shown in Fig. 4 for (a) one-and (b) two-hour forecasts. 210
For each of the curves going from ground level up to FL 400, it was observed that for a one-hour 211 forecast, the 80 th percentile value resides at about 33% (Fig. 4a) . The colored vertical lines 212 corresponding to various 10,000 ft blocks of altitude demonstrate this. The corresponding value 213 for two-hour forecasts was about 23% (See Fig. 4b ). For the purpose of this research, the 80 Further analysis of the data provided weather traversal characteristics as a function of 219 airlines and aircraft types. These results are presented in Fig. 4c and 4d . It should be noted that 220 these probabilistic weather data are only used in this post-processing analysis and were not 221 available to operators. From one-hour data presented in Fig. 4a , the top four aircraft operator 222 occurrences are presented in Fig. 4c . From the same data set, the top four aircraft type 223 occurrences are shown in Fig. 4d . The four most frequently found aircraft types are the Boeing 224 B73x, the Airbus A31x, the McDonnell-Douglas MD8x, and the Canadair Regional Jet CRJx. 225
All considered aircraft types are observed to avoid flying beyond about 35% probability (the 80 th 226 percentile value). Similarly, as seen from Fig. 4c , major airlines appear to deviate beyond the 227 ~35% probability value. Therefore, the NAS PTP value was concluded to be 35% for one-hour 228 forecasts and 25% for two-hour forecasts. band has between 20,000 and 70,000 aircraft. As noted earlier, the probability threshold values 247 decrease (due to increased uncertainty) with increase in forecast time, which explains the curves 248 steepening to the left. The computed PTP values for the one-hour forecasts were as follows: the 249 minimum value was 18% (from the lower band Centers), the maximum value was 33% (from the 250 upper band Centers), the median was 33% and the average was 29% for all Centers. For the two-251 hour forecasts, the values were 13%, 23%, 23% and 20%, respectively. 252
In order to understand the traversal trend around forecasted weather probabilities, the 253 numbers of grid cells with 10% or higher forecast probability value were computed for the entire 254 four-month one-and two-hour NCWF-6 forecast data set. The NCWF-6 has a 2 nmi grid 255 activity more, when they are closer to destination. On the other hand, Fig. 6d shows the number 286 of aircraft crossing probability values for the four aircraft types in the center. The main 287 observation was that the MD8x aircraft (green) appear to avoid the 28% contour value, but the 288 three other aircraft types were avoiding the 32% intensity contours.
The two-hour forecast data were processed as well and all the graphs showed similar 290 behavior to the one-hour cases. For altitudes between FL 100-200 and FL 200-300, 18% PTP 291 was observed, while all other altitude bands showed a PTP of 23%. For the 11 am to 11 pm CDT 292 (18-24 and 0-6 UTC) a 23% PTP value was observed while the remaining times of 11 pm to 11 293 am CDT (6-12 and 12-18 UTC), it was 18%. The airline behavior was similar with the top two 294 DFW users showing 18% while the other two users had 23% PTP value. Following a similar 295 trend to one-hour forecasts, MD8x showed 18% PTP while the others were avoiding 23% 296 intensity contours. 297
d. Probability Threshold Parameter for Sectors in Fort Worth Center 298
In order to study the impact of weather in the Ft. Worth Center, PTP value in various 299
Sectors were computed. for times of day, airlines and aircraft types. It is worth noting that sector ZFW86 has a complex 306 traffic pattern due to arrivals from the east, departures from the south (Houston Center airports) 307 and multi-directional overflights. It can be observed that mostly ZFW86 has a PTP value, which 308 on average is at or above other sectors for the altitude range shown. The highest one-hour PTP 309 value noted is for aircraft-type 4 with 36% in ZFW42, while the lowest one-hour PTP value is 310 14% in ZFW46 between 6-12 UTC (1 to 7 am CDT) when there's almost no convective weather 311 and low arrival or overflight traffic. For all ZFW sectors, one-hour values lie between 27 and32% with a 30% average, while the two-hour values lie between 17 and 21%, with a 20% 313 average. Overall, the average 30% (one-hour) and 20% (two-hour) values for this large case are 314 valid across all airlines, aircraft types, altitudes and times of day. Since the Sector level values 315 are close to the Center PTP values, additional Sector level analysis was not deemed necessary to 316 study aggregate behavior of aircraft streams. A similar analysis can be conducted for three-317 through six-hour forecasts but was not done due to widespread low forecast probability values 318 (see Fig. 3d and 3e) . During the times when severe weather is predicted to occur, it obviously benefits the 332 operators and users to assess the impact on air traffic. For both the parties, it is useful to have a 333 capability to evaluate possible rerouting options. Such a system should have Center-level routing 334 strategies available for a local weather event.
Once the probability threshold values have been computed as described earlier, various 336 route options can be analyzed to assess the balance of demand and capacity. For example, if a fix 337 for arrival traffic (e.g., Bonham, BYP, see computed earlier were used to look at the area covered by one-hour forecast 30% probability 379 values over the BYP arrival fix. The traffic originally planned to arrive through BYP from 380 various northeastern origin airports is rerouted along TUL, IRW, SPS and UKW to arrive into 381 DFW. Figure 8 shows the situation before (Fig. 8a) and after (Fig. 8b, routing through IRW)  382 implementation of the local reroutes through ZFW. Cyan lines show flights that were to arrive at 383 DFW through BYP, magenta lines show arrivals through UKW and green lines are arrivals 384 through CQY. The reroutes for this BYP closure scenario were implemented using three 385 different strategies, which would depend on the location and spread of predicted weather. First 386 strategy rerouted aircraft to ADM and UKW to arrive into DFW (not shown in Fig. 8 to avoid  387 clutter). The second strategy rerouted through IRW and UKW (Fig. 8b) ; while the last strategy 388 rerouted aircraft even further to go from IRW, SPS and UKW to arrive into DFW (again, not 389 shown in Fig. 8 
Conclusions
